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Abstract—In this letter an improvement to TCP-Peach conges-
tion control scheme, called TCP-Peach+, is proposed to further im-
prove the goodput performance for satellite IP networks. In TCP-
Peach+, two new algorithms, Jump Start and Quick Recovery, are
proposed for congestion control in satellite networks. These algo-
rithms are based on low priority segments, called NIL segments,
which are used to probe the availability of network resources as
well as error recovery. Simulation experiments show that TCP-
Peach+ outperforms TCP-Peach in terms of goodput and achieves
fair share of network resources as well.

Index Terms—Congestion control, high bit error rates, long
propagation delays, satellite IP networks, TCP-Peach+.

I. CONGESTIONCONTROL IN TCP-PEACH+

T RADITIONAL congestion control schemes perform
poorly in satellite networks due to highbit error rates

(BER) and long propagation delays [2]. These problems were
addressed in TCP-Peach [1]. In this letter, we present an
enhancement for TCP-Peach, called TCP-Peach+, for satellite
IP networks. TCP-Peach+ includes the following new schemes:
Jump StartandQuick Recoveryand two classical algorithms,
Congestion Avoidanceand Fast Retransmit. The TCP SACK
option [6] is also adopted in TCP-Peach+ to improve the
performance when multiple segments are lost from one window
of data.

A. NIL Segments

In TCP-Peach [1], thedummy segments, are used to probe the
availability of network resources to improve the performance
when segment losses are due to link error instead of congestion.
In TCP-Peach+, we introduce low priority segments, calledNIL
segmentsto probe the availability of network resources as well
as error recovery. The generation algorithm forNIL segmentsis
shown in Fig. 1. Low-priority segments are also used in [7] to
improve TCPSlow StartAlgorithm. However, they are different
in generation, functionality and retransmission policy.

BecauseNIL segmentscarry unacknowledged information,
they can be used by the receivers to recover lost segments. In
satellite networks with high bit error rates, this solution is more
efficient than dummy segments which carry duplicate informa-
tion.
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Fig. 1. NIL segment generating algorithm.

NIL segmentsare low priority segments. If a router on the con-
nection path is congested, then theNIL segmentsare discarded
first. Thus, the transmission ofNIL segmentsdoes not affect data
segments. For eachNIL segment, a NIL ACK carried by a low
priority IP packet is transmitted back to the sender. The arrival
of NIL ACKs at the senders are indications that there are un-
used resources in the network. Hence, the senders increase their
transmission rate accordingly to make full utilization of network
resources.

B. Jump Start Algorithm

In satellite networks, long propagation delays cause TCP
Slow Startto be inefficient since its increases slowly.
In TCP-Peach [1], a new scheme called TCPSudden Startis
proposed to improve TCPSlow Start. Dummy segmentsare
used to probe the availability of network resources and increase

quickly. To further improve theSlow StartAlgorithm,
in TCP-Peach+, we proposeJump Startusing NIL segments
which is described in I-A to probe the availability of network
resources and recover errors at the same time. The algorithm is
shown in Fig. 2.

In Jump Start, the TCP sender sets the congestion window,
, to 1. After sending the first data segment, it transmits

( NIL segmentsgenerated as in Fig. 1 every
, where is the receiver window size. As a

result, after oneround trip time, the congestion window size
increases very quickly as the ACKs for NIL segments

arrive at the sender.

C. Quick Recovery Algorithm

In TCP-Peach,dummy segmentsare transmitted inRapid Re-
coveryto resume rapidly from decrement due to segment
loss caused by link error. Although it solves the problem of
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Fig. 2. The Jump Start algorithm.

throughput degradation in satellite networks over Fast Recovery
[5], when the link error is high and multiple segment losses
occur within one window of data, the throughput degradation is
still large. So we proposeQuick Recoveryto recover from high
link errors.

As the TCP SACK proposed in [4], we adopt the SACK
option field in TCP-Peach+ to avoid retransmitting out of order
segments received at the destination. At the sender, a data
structure calledscoreboardis maintained to update information
about cumulatively ACKed and SACKed segments. During
Quick Recovery, a variable called that represents the
estimated number of segments outstanding in the network is
maintained. The variable is incremented by one when
the sender either sends a new segment or retransmits an old
segment. It is decreased by one when the sender receives an
ACK that reports the new data has been received at the receiver
and left the pipe. Whenever a SACK arrives, theretransmit
timer is also reset. When the ACK for the segment arrives which
is transmitted right beforeQuick Recoveryis entered, which
ACKs all data that is outstanding beforeQuick Recovery, the
sender exitsQuick Recoveryand begins congestion avoidance
normally.

The parameters used in Quick Recovery are as follows.

• is the sequence number of the highest cumula-
tive ACK received at a given point.

• is the highest sequence number transmitted
just before Quick Recovery begins.

• a Duplicate ACKis an ACK whose cumulative ACK is
equal to and conveys new SACK information.

• a Partial ACK is an ACK that increases the
value, but does not ACK all of the data up to .

• aRecover ACKis the ACK for all data up to .
• is the number of duplicate packets which

trigger the TCP to Fast Retransmit and Quick Recovery
phases, which is chosen to be 3.

• limits the number of packets that can be send
in response to a single incoming ACK. It is chosen to be
4 as proposed in [4].

• is the number of data segments that ACKed
by the receiver when an ACK arrives.

• is the number of NIL segments that the TCP sender
is allowed to inject into the network.

• is the number of allowed data segments to be sent.
• is the number of data segments which have been really

sent.
The details of theQuick Recoveryalgorithm is shown in

Fig. 3. When the sender has received SACKs,
which indicate segment loss, theQuick Recoverythen behaves

Fig. 3. The Quich Recovery algorithm.

conservatively after Fast Retransmit: the sender halves its
congestion window . It means that approximately half
of the original window size of data will be transmitted during
Quick Recovery phase. The variable is initialized as

since the original congestion window
is 2 and the sender has received SACKs
right before Quick Recovery, each of which reports a new
data segment left the pipe. The sender also retransmits a lost
segment usingFast Retransmitalgorithm. The number of NIL
segments sent duringQuick Recovery is equal to .
This is becauseQuick Recoverywill last roughly one RTT time.
The ACKs for NIL segments sent duringQuick Recoverywill
be received inCongestion Avoidancephase. If the segment loss
is due to link error, will be increased by one for each NIL
ACK arrival. Thus, the congestion window reaches its value
before the data segment loss was detected rapidly.

DuringQuick Recoveryphase, upon a duplicate ACK arrives,
which indicates one segment left the network, is reduced
by one. When a partial ACK arrives, is reduced by

and is also updated.
is the exact number of segments acknowledged by a partial
ACK [3]. It is used to accurately estimate the number of seg-
ments ACKed either by data ACKs or NIL ACKs. The arrival
of a NIL ACK indicates that there are still unused resources in
the network. Therefore, is increased by one and is
reduced by one. Finally, if a cumulative ACK acknowledges
all data up to and cover , Quick Recoveryphase is
terminated.

When an ACK is received duringQuick Recovery, thescore-
board is updated to keep the latest information about missing
segments. Thescoreboardis cleared whenQuick Recoveryis
exited. The number of segments which can be sent to the net-
work, , is . In order to avoid injecting bursty
segments into the network, is set. When data seg-
ments are allowed to be sent, the missing segments are always
transmitted before new data segments. If no data segments are
allowed to be sent, a NIL segment is transmitted as long as

.
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Fig. 4. Goodput performance comparison of TCP-Peach+ and TCP-Peach for
different values of P .

II. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of TCP-Peach+, we simulate a
GEO satellite system with senders transmit data to re-
ceivers. The streams are multiplexed in the Earth station with
buffer size of . As in [1], we assume , seg-
ments, segments, the link capacity seg-
ments/s which is approximately 10 Mb/s for TCP segments of
1000 bytes. The round-trip time ms, the simulation
time s.

The goodput performance comparison of TCP-Peach+ with
TCP-Peach for different values of segment loss probability

is shown in Fig. 4, where the goodput performance of
TCP-Peach+ is better than TCP-Peach. This is due toJump
Start as well asQuick Recovery. When the loss probability is
low, the goodput improvement is mostly because ofJump Start
since the segment losses are mostly due to network congestion
instead of link errors. In this case,Nil segmentsin TCP-Peach+
carry unacknowledged segments, which make the connections
to recover from lost segments more rapidly than dummy
segments in TCP-Peach. When the loss probability is high, the
Quick Recoverycontributes to the goodput improvement. It
avoids halving the multiple times due to multiple losses
of segments within one window of data as inRapid Recovery.
In Fig. 4, when , the goodput improvement of
TCP-Peach+ over TCP-Peach is 30.24%.

As dummy segments in TCP-Peach, NIL segments in
TCP-Peach+ do not carry any new information. Thus, they
introduce overhead in the network [1]. The overhead compar-
ison of TCP-Peach+ versus TCP-Peach is depicted in Fig. 5.
For most values, the overhead ratio of TCP-Peach+ to
TCP-Peach is less than one. This is because inQuick Recovery
phase of TCP-Peach+, one NIL segment is sent when no data
is allowed to be transmitted while inRapid Recoveryphase of
TCP-Peach, two dummy segments are sent. For large
values which cause multiple segment losses within one window
of data, in Quick Recoveryis reduced more slowly than
in Rapid Recovery. Therefore, more NIL segments are allowed
to be sent to probe network resources and recover errors.

Fig. 5. Overhead comparison of TCP-Peach+ and TCP-Peach for different
values of P .

When , the ratio is the maximum value, which
indicates that the overhead of TCP-Peach+ is 18.03% higher
than TCP-Peach. However, we already see that the goodput
improvement in this case is 30.24%.

Besides goodput, we evaluate another important metric fair-
ness of TCP-Peach+. We assume 10 connections and

. The simulation results we obtained are consistent
with the fairness evaluations in [1]. As a result, TCP-Peach+
provides a fair share of the network resources both in homoge-
neous and heterogeneous scenarios.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In this letter, we introduce a new congestion control protocol
for satellite IP networks, TCP-Peach+, as an improvement over
TCP-Peach [1]. A new type of low priority segment NIL seg-
ment is used to probe the availability of network resources as
well as error recovery. Two new algorithms:Jump Startand
Quick Recoveryare adopted in TCP-Peach+ to recover rapidly
from multiple segment losses within one window of data. The
simulation results show that the performance of TCP-Peach+ is
better than TCP-Peach and achieves fairness as well.
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